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Caesar Cipher

Used in the ancient Roman army to obscure 
important messages

ATTACKATMIDNIGHT*
DWWDFNDWPLGQLJKW

Encrypt by shifting all letters by three positions
A (1st letter)  D (4th letter)
T (20th letter) W (23rd letter)

*Ancient Romans didn't use lowercase letters, or spaces
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Exercise

Implement the encryption algorithm for a 
Caesar cipher

Steps:
For each character of the plaintext:

Convert it to its numerical value

Add 3

Tricky: implement wrap-around (e.g., Z  C)

Convert it back to a char, and save it or print it out

Tools: .charAt(int i), type casting
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Variants

ROT13 Shift by 13 instead of 3

In fact, can shift by any number of letters.

Harder: arbitrary mapping between letters, not 
necessarily in order. This is called a letter 
substitution cipher.

It turns out you can train a computer to crack letter 
substitution ciphers if you know what language the 
text is in!
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This Week

Multi-dimensional arrays

Scanner

Tic-Tac-Toe
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Multi-dimensional Arrays

We are allowed to have an array of arrays!
int[][] numbers = new int[3][4];

or

int[][] numbers = 

{ {0, 1, 2, 3},

{4, 5, 6, 7},

{8, 9, 10, 11} };
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MD Arrays and Nested Loops

We can use nested loops to access every 
element of a multi-dimensional array.

for (int i = 0; i < numbers.length; i++) {

for (int j = 0; j < numbers[i].length; j++) {

System.out.print(numbers[i][j] + " ");

}

System.out.println();

}
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Jagged Arrays

Note that each inner array can have a different 
length.

int[][] jaggedNumbers = 

{ {0, 1, 2, 3},

{4, 5, 6},

{7, 8, 9, 10, 11} };
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More Than 2D

You can have arrays with as many dimensions as 
you’d like.

String[][][] string3D = 

new String[5][5][5];

double[][][][] double4D;
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Exercise: Matrix Addition

Write a method matrixAdd, that takes two 2D 
double arrays as input of the same size (not 
jagged), and returns a new 2D double array 
corresponding to their sum.

e.g.,

matrixAdd(
1.0 2.5
0.0 −3.5

,
4.2 3.7
−2.2 −3.3

)

returns 
5.2 6.2
−2.2 −6.8
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Challenge exercise at home:
implement matrix multiplication!



SCANNERS

Getting input from users
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Scanners

Scanners are another kind of Object that allow 
us to read data from some source.

• e.g., read data from the user

We need to:
1. Create the Scanner, telling it where to read 

information from

2. Use the Scanner to gather input

3. Profit!!!
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Scanners

To create:
At the top of the file: 

import java.util.Scanner;

In the main method:
Scanner scanner = new Scanner(System.in);

Then, call this method to read a line:
scanner.nextLine();

This method returns a String, so you’ll need to store 
it in a String variable!
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Scanner Example
import java.util.Scanner;

public class Repeater {

public static void main(String[] args) {

System.out.println("Say something!");

// create a Scanner to read some input

Scanner scanner = new Scanner(System.in);

String s = scanner.nextLine();

// print the same String back out

System.out.println(s);

}

}
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Reading Other Kinds of Data

The Scanner class also contains other methods 
to read in other kinds of data:

.nextInt()

.nextLong()

.nextFloat()

.nextDouble()

.nextBoolean()
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Exercise

Write a program that repeatedly asks the user 
for their favourite course until the user enters 
"COMP 202" as the input.
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